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CBC cuts into students 
CBC layoffs will reduce openings for newcomers 
By. the end of March 1997, 123 CBC 
employees in BC will lose their jobs. 
That's one out of every three 
employees. 20-year veterans will be 
hitting the mean streets at the same 
time as graduating journalism 
students. Both will want work in the 
broadcast indus try. The question is: 
if you owned a TV or radio station 
and were looking for someone to do 
field work or to anchor a weekend 
radio program, who would you 
hire? A young, ambitious graduate 
with precious little experience, or a 
20-year veteran who can do the job 
as though it were second nature? 
by Paul Andrew 
Last October during a speech to the South Calgary Rotary Oub, Guylaine Saucier, 
chair of the board of the CBC, 
spoke of a six-part strategy to re-
invent the network. The first 
principle would be to maintain and 
strengthen its Canadian identity by 
looking for new talent and by 
giving it the opportunity to be seen 
and heard. 
"We will be Canadian. If we were 
shut down tomorrow, what would 
Canadians miss? The Canadian 
content," Saucier said. 
But what followed was anything 
but a demonstration of Saucier's 
commitment to Canadians. Two 
months after his speech, the 
systematic lay-off of almost 1,000 
CBC employees across Canada left a 
lot of the public broadcaster's 
employees speechless and stunned. 
1 
Their jobs are now redundant, and 
' don't fit CBC's grand scheme of 
going Canadian. 
Because of downtown Vancou-
ver's production centre, British 
Columbia is one of the CBC's 
traditional strongholds. But tradi-
tion offers little protection from the 
axe-wielding chief executive. 
Saucier said he must respond to a 
$414 million reduction in federal 
grants. And so, by the end of March, 
a total of 123 people in this region 
will be losing their present posts. 
That's one out of every three CBC 
employees in BC. And prospects for 
graduating students are tough. 
"It's going to be tough for 
students, there's no doubt about it," 
said Susan Englebert, director of 
CBC Radio for British Columbia. 
"There are fewer jobs here to offer 
people. There will be reporters out 
there looking for jobs in the pri-
vates, but things are cyclical and 
times change, and I certainly hope 
that young people will come back to 
the CBC." Englebert, a 22-year 
employee who missed the cuts, has 
been involved in radio for most of 
her time at the CBC, and was 
recently put in charge of the entire 
BC radio operation. She says one of 
the best ways to enhance your 
chances of working at the CBC is to 
be good at everything, rather than 
one job in particular. 
"I think that as we come down to 
budget cutting and jobs drying up, I 
think you have to be good at a lot of 
things," Englebert says. "Your 
chances are a lot better at getting 
work." · 
The rules dictating the future of 
broadcast journalism haven't 
changed overnight, but like almost 
all production environments, fewer 
people are needed to do the same 
amount of work. The CBC layoffs 
make it that much harder to break 
into the field. Broadcast journalism 
schools like the British Columbia 
Institute of Technology (BCIT) 
CBC. "We began talks three or four reverse for students at BCIT 
years ago with BCIT about sending wanting to further their knowledge 
Langara students to BCIT for in print journalism. "We haven't 
advanced broadcast training done any serious talking on this 
because we already provide two issue. We'll be starting that this 
introductory broadcast courses semester," Dykstra said. "But you 
here, but they're fairly basic stuff. can't react radically with a whole 
We don't have the equipment BCIT program and a large institution just 
has. Now those talks have been because one organization has a few 
renewed so we can get together layoffs." 
and build on each other's That might be true in BC, but 
strengths." with Canada-wide cutbacks at CBC 
~ totalling almost 1000 people, fXw<l4 journalism schools are having to 
/\~  [:)adjust to industry trends. ~~~ r~ . ''Yeah, we're trying to broaden 
DC,~ ~ our program to address this, 
have had to revamp their programs 
to prepare students to do anything 
and everything. Bill Amos, pro-
gram head of broadcast journalism 
at BCIT, says that because of the 
constant changes in the industry 
instructors there have been 
trying to figure out exactly 
what they should be training A~ 
students to do. tit......., 
''We're trying to come to 
grips with the new media, 
and because we found that 
a lot of our people are 
• 
ending up in media relations, 
we're looking at possibly 
adding courses in that area. 
And we may be having discus-
sions with Langara and/or 
Kwantlen College about maybe 
adding a print course for our 
students." 
Rob Dykstra, chair of the journal-
ism department at Langara Col-
lege, says if there is to be any 
cooperation between BCIT and 
Langara, it won't take place simply 
because of recent layoffs at the 
The agreement would be to send 
a graduate of the two-year pro-
gram at Langara to BCIT for 
another year and subsequently 
receive a Bachelors of Applied Arts. 
The agreement would work in 
because it is obviously a 
concern," Amos admitted. 
"[Graduates] are not 
working full-time in 
structured jobs on radio 
or television stations." 
Amos said some students 
Editorial 
P eter Gzowski was quoted in a recent issue of Maclean's magazine as referring to CBC president Perrin Beatty, as "a son of a bitch." This little slip in 
Gzowski's otherwise genial mask of composure represents 
the weight of Beatty's hack and slash measures. If a senior 
(and seemingly untouchable) elder broadcaster like 
Gzowski feels strongly enough about these 'cutbacks' to 
lash out publicly in such a crude manner then it is 
reasonable to conclude that there is just a bit of a problem 
with Beatty's economic restructuring of the CBC. That the 
old guard, in the form of Peter Gzowski, feels a sense of 
personal effrontery in this is one issue. But what of the 
trickle down effect to the young graduates of journalism and 
broadcasting schools, facing the prospect of entering the 
job market and having to compete with (in the case of 
Vancouver and Toronto specifically) thousands of heavily 
qualified veterans of television and radio? 
It is readily apparent to anyone with an education over 
grade two that the destruction of the CBC is going to boil 
down the very fabric of Canadian journalism into a soupy 
miasma, better left to the warped appetites of our 
neighbours to the immediate south. Peter Gzowski 
retracted his remarks about Beatty, but each of us 
Canadians must decide for ourselves. Is Perrin Beatty a 
"son of a bitch"??? Please forward your response to The 
Other Press. 
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by Melodie HUll 
I n the January 21, 1997 issue of the Other Press, Ciaran Meeks offered an interesting, thought-
ful discussion of the return to 
popularity of Norse religions. He 
speaks, in particular, of Asatru (or 
Odinism) and gives a succinct 
history of its fundamental beliefs. 
Meeks very nicely ties in the here 
and now of Viking religion by 
presenting brief examples of its 
practice in our world today. As a 
member of one of these groups, I 
am inspired to respond. 
I have been a biker for 22 years. I 
am female. I do not own my own 
bike. I am an ol' lady and part of 
the very extended motorcycle 
brethren. I have been involved 
very closely with infamous 
motorcycle clubs as well as with 
'independents' throughout all of 
my adult life. Bikers and the 
culture of bikers are my roots. 
Whether we know each other or 
not, we accept each other at some 
level or another as family. As 
brother , we can recognize each 
other in a crowd even if we are 
dressed as 'citizens.' We walk and 
talk a bit differently: body lan-
guage is often the cue. As 'One 
Percenters' we are drwan to each 
other. We are the 1% that live 
outside the mainstream and 
sometimes outside the Jaw. We 
pride ourselves in our uniqueness, 
individuality and non-conformity. 
We celebrate our sameness in our 
brotherhood through our shared 
beliefs and activities. We are often 
scoffed at, misunderstood, dis-
criminated against and even 
feared. The true, hard-core Harley-
Davidson biker is both folk hero 
and outlaw in the minds and 
imaginations of mainstream 
Canadians. 
exciting, the dangerous and the 
sensuous. Courage and tenacity are 
prized. Bikers are the kindred of 
Vikings. 
When a biker dies, we hold a 
wake. We celebrate his/her valour. 
We salute their daring. We salute 
their non-conformity. The wake 
sends them off to ValhaJia. It is a 
joyous occasion when one goes 
home to Odin in the Great Hall to 
feast and drink and Just. It is the 
reward in the afterlife. Meeks notes 
that Odin's handmaidens, the 
Real bikers 
have many 
beliefs and ways 
that ethnogra-
phers such as 
D.R. Wolf and 
biographers like 
Yves Lavigne 
seem to repeat-
The true, hard-core 
Harley-Davidson biker is 
both folk hero and outlaw 
\Talkyries,gather 
the souls of fallen 
warriors (our 
brothers/ sisters) 
and take them 
home to Odin. We 
believe this 
(although I must 
admit I am not 
in the minds and 
imaginations of 
mainstream Canadians 
edly miss. Their books seem to 
support theories based on precon-
ceived notions of bikers-as-bad-
guys. Although not all bikers can 
articulate it, their culture is based 
in early Norse religions. Lifelong 
bikers hold a philosophy that it is 
right and proper to live hard, die 
hard. They believe life is an 
adventure based on living on the 
edge and experiencing the new, the 
familiar with the 
escort concept). We are not warriors 
at war with society, but we are firm 
in our stand to be different. We can 
be militant and threatening when 
threatened or denied our rights or 
freedom to believe. When interfered 
with we can be warlike and strong. 
Today we celebrate rituals very 
similar to those of Asatru which 
society does not understand nor like. 
Meeks makes notes of a ritual 
-------------Letters 
The Other Press: 
OK, I get it. I assume that Ivana 
Kumptu's column on the size of 
women's brains compared to 
men's was meant tongue-in-cheek, 
sort of an ironic jab at all the male-
dominated literature about women 
being less intelligent than men. We 
had that one coming, I admit it. I 
hope then that this humble 
response will be taken in the same 
spirit. 
To begin with, Ivana's explana-
tion of just why women's brains 
are larger was quite interesting. 
She states: "Women's lives are 
more complex than men's. Men, 
not traditionally burdened with the 
multiple tasks of working and 
rearing young, didn't need to 
develop such complicated hard 
wiring." You know, I had long 
suspected that it was a woman's 
biological destiny to do all the 
housework and child rearing while 
men sat around drinking beer and 
watching TV. I just never expected 
to find a woman who agreed with 
me. 
She also writes, "Not only are 
women's brains larger, but their 
corpus callos [sic], which divide 
the two hemispheres of the brain 
and allows them to communicate, 
is thicker and more fibrous than 
those found in men. What this 
means is that women can switch 
mental gears with greater ease and 
efficiency." This description of 
brain function is pretty funny, 
almost as funny as listening to a 
woman describe how a transmis-
sion works (and probably not too 
different). 
Women make good use of this 
facility, because as all men know, 
one of the advantages of being a 
woman is the ability to hold 
several contrad ictory ideas in their 
heads simultaneously. 
For example, as Ms. Kumptu 
says, "it is woman's bodies that 
incubate life." Therefore, it seems 
reasonable to this male that it 
should be women who are respon-
sible for birth control. But dare to 
suggest that radical notion, and 
suddenly women switch from 'We 
are the life-givers" to "Hey bub, it 
takes two to tango!" 
The greatest irony about this 
column is that its point is com-
pletely moot. Whether men or 
women have larger brains is 
simply irrelevant because by the 
only standard which matters-
brain size relative to body size-
the most intelligent human beings 
by far are the newborn infants. 
Neither men nor women can hold 
a candle to that raw intellect. 
So, while Ivana Kumptu carries 
out her biological destiny by 
catering to the needs of her infant, 
she can reflect that it is that infant's 
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gathering called the Althing. This is 
a gathering of believers in the woods 
"and consists of rituals, fellowship, 
music and feasting" (The Other Press 
01/97). This is a very, very common 
occurrence for bikers today. We 
con<>ider it two or three days of 
drunken debauchery out in some 
farmer's field, complete with rock 
bands, tons of food, etc. We revel in 
it. These are the Biker Rendezvous 
or Runs. They are an absolute 
tradition in Canada and the United 
States, not to mention Europe-a 
gathering of the brotherhood. They 
are a time of reunion with those 
wf!ve not seen for many years and 
the meeting of new, like-minded 
bikers. We celebrate our freedom 
and our lifestyle and gather around 
large bonfires all night long to party 
and dance. People complain that it's 
pagan. It is, and it's our way. It has 
great meaning and ritual for us. We 
do it apart from the larger society, it 
is our coming together. These 
gatherings celebrate the right of 
summer and the freedom of the 
road: the freedom found on Harley-
Davidsons and riding 'in the wind.' 
We are not that different from the 
VIkings. It is not hard to see how we 
are in sync with Asatru/Odinism 
despite our North American origins. 
We have so much in common. 
superior brain capacity that allows 
it to so thoroughly dominate her. 
Anon 
(The author would like to take I 
this opportunity to state again that 
this column was meant as a joke. 
Got that? A JOKE! So, take a deep 
breath and relax, okay? I'm really a 
sensitive guy in real life!) 
To the Editor: 
One of the long-lasting benefits of 
an education at Douglas College is 
that students are presented with 
opportunities to explore ideas, 
discuss concepts, and develop 
critical reasoning skills and abilities. 
Unfortunately, there are occasions 
when faulty reasoning leads to 
strange conclusions, and such 
arguments need to be challenged. In 
particular, I react to the misuse of 
science to prop up a pre-conceived 
political stance. 
letters continue on page 6 
News 
Under the ''1''-income 
Douglas funded by bingo?· 
by Jim ChlibOyko //T hat was an awkward 
one," Chair Bob Buzza 
said after the Douglas 
College Board debate on January 23. 
The debate was over the possible use 
of a n'ew bingo television program as 
a fundraiser for the College. Buzza 
was specifically referring to the 
hour-long debate and the close vote 
that followed, 7-4""m favour of 
pursuing the bingo proposal, a plan 
that has the potential to drop more 
than one million into the coffers of 
British Columbia's post secondary 
institutions. 
B I N G 
reservations towards the proposal. 
Many mentioned the addictive 
nature of the gaming, and many 
speculated that the bingo would 
target mostly lower income groups. 
Jaimie McEvoy said that although it 
was a form of gambling, the 
proceeds funding education made it 
more desirable. Shirley McKinley 
posited that not only lower income 
groups would patronize the game, 
but the mentally challenged as well. 
And although Gerry Sieben seemed 
equally tom, he said that the bingo 
is going to continue with us or 
without us. "It's 50 PCs," he said, a 
refrain repeated throughout the 
debate. The television bingo proposal is 
the brainchild of two Albertans, 
Alistair Milne and Bob Cowan 
(former president of Edmonton's 
Grant McEwan College). They are 
looking for a team of BC schools to 
help promote the bingo. The 
proposal's goal is to "provide an 
alternative source of revenue that 
will assist post secondary institu-
tions in coping with decreased 
government funding and increased 
competition from the private 
sector. This would be achieved 
through establishing and operating 
a provincial bingo game show and 
public service information pro-
gram for the benefit of British 
Columbia post secondary educa-
tion." 
Mark Crozet, from the DC 
Foundation (the fundraising arm 
of the college), brought the pro-
posal to the board. Crozet, of the 
Douglas College Foundation, the 
fund-raising arm of the college, 
heard about the bingo proposal 
from Peter Greenwood, College VP 
of Finance and Administration. 
But it was the Albertans who 
approached the colleges, at a 
meeting of school presidents and 
administration officials.-They gave 
a second presentation to Board 
Chairs of the various colleges who 
were interested in pursuing the 
matter further. Douglas was one of 
them. 
The bingo proposal, according to 
Crozet, is "quite different from the 
Coke deal. With this we are 
stepping into a new area [of 
fundraising] ." 
The idea is straightforward. 
According to the proposal, The 
Satellite Bingo Network will air a 
bingo program on local television, 
most likely on BCTV. The contest 
will be shown on Saturdays, 
beginning at either 5pm or 5:30pm. 
Comdex PacRim '97 
Contestants, who buy $2 bingo 
cards at "approved retailers," will 
keep track of numbers while 
watching the show. Winners will 
call a 1-800 number and receive a 
jackpot of $7500. 
Garnering money from gaming 
is not new to Douglas College. 
Currently, the school does benefit 
from occasional bingo nights in 
local halls and sporadic casino 
nights at Lower Mainland gam-
bling palaces. But the potential for 
revenue with television bingo is 
much greater. 
"[The Albertans] gave us very 
broad revenue projections. They 
estimate that 15 000 people will 
play, and the revenue projections 
are anywhere from one million to 
1.6 million a year," Crozet said. 
Crozet estimates the current income 
from gaming at about $100 000. 
As well, with television bingo 
the frequency of the games would 
be much greater--once a week, 52 
weeks a year. Current BC Gaming 
Comission rules allow charities to 
apply to queue for bingo and 
One man's opinion on three hours of seeing computers 
that he couldn't take home to mommy 
by Max Phoenix 
W elcome to Comdex/ PacRim '97, known as the Biggest Computer 
Showoff on Earth. 
Now, don't get me wrong. I 
love Comdex. Or rather, I loved 
Comdex two years ago. Back then 
it was a brave new world; super-
fast Pentiums, high-res digital 
cameras and huge moniters to 
drool over. 
And this year? People were still 
drooling over 200 mhz Pentiums 
and twenty-one inch monitors, 
but it wasn't as revolutionary as 
before. It just wasn't the same. 
Add to that the fact that IBM 
and Netscape were no-shows. 
Were they too busy? Is Vancouver 
not big enough? Or possibly they 
were avoiding Microsoft. 
Speaking of Microsoft, they held 
the spotlight with their display of 
MS Office '97. It was probably the 
only genuinely new thing that I 
noticed. Of course, the existence of 
Office '97 is nothing new to 
people of the computer realm, but 
it was exciting to see because it 
hints at the anticipated arrival of 
Microsoft Windows '97. 
There was also a lot of focus on 
the Internet. Many companies 
provided helpful information for 
business people who are inter-
ested in the Net. However, I didn't 
see much information about 
newsgroups, or Internet Relay 
Chat (IRC), or File Transfer 
Protocol (FTP) sites; judging from 
the exhibits, this generation is 
becoming rapidly more CUI-
oriented (Graphical User Inter-
face, point and click etc). 
The most exciting thing about 
this exhibition, though, was the 
bags and other free stuff. I got 
some valuable information about 
many of the products that I was 
interested in, but it was collecting 
the bags that really got me around 
the entire exhibition. If you didn't 
walk out of the exhibition with a 
bag, you weren't looking: The 
more popular bags were the 
Sound Blaster 64bit AWE bag, 
showing off its new sound card 
and old SB graphics; the red 
Toshiba bag, that looked like they 
could handle carrying a whole 
notebook computer; and finally 
the Matrox Mystique bag, the 
largest and probably the most 
coveted bag, sporting a jester 
clutching ''The Complete 3D 
Entertainment and Multimedia 
Accelerator'' card. 
However, despite the feeling of 
anticlimax, I did enjoy my visit to 
this exhibition. I gained pertinent 
knowledge and relevent informa-
tion. If I hadn't gone, I wouldn't 
have been able to dispell the hype, 
like the buzz on 56k modem. As I 
saw at a demonstration, the 
highest you can go is 44k. This 
knowledge alone saved me and 
many others (and maybe you) a 
gigabyte of cash. 
casino monies. (For a bingo hall to 
operate, it must give 50% of its 
money to charity) The charities are 
chosen by the comission to receive 
money on a particular night. The 
charity represented is usually not 
publicized. After a charity has its 
day, it has to head to the back of 
the line to wait its tum again, a 
long process. Douglas College 
currently has four charity licenses; 
the College Foundation, the OCSS, 
the Alumni Association and the 
Athletics Department. The Col-
lege's Athletic Association, though, 
does have weekly bingo. 
The television bingo, though, 
would be a lot less anonymous. "It 
is much bigger in scope, very 
public," said Crozet. "[But) I'm 
concerned about the broader 
issues." So were some Board 
members. 
In the debate that followed, 
many Board members expressed 
Though Crozet was the one to 
bring the proposal to the table; he, 
too, has reservations. ''What these 
games are selling is a dream. It's a 
huge moral question." 
Crozet does acknowledge the 
need for revenue, though. ''We have 
to realize we're turning down 50 
PCs a year. [The game] is going to 
go ahead with or without us. And 
the hospitals would jump all over it, 
I know for a fact." 
The college community should 
know by next month whether or 
not Douglas will jump all over the 
bingo proposal. 
Are you a 
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student? 
The Other Press wants to help 
you earn a few bucks. 
The Other Press is looking for Ad 
Sales Representitives. We offer 
25% commision on all ads. Good 
money for student's with 
initiative. 
Interested? Ca11 .525-3542, email 
ads@op.douglas.bc.ca or drop by 
room 1020 New West campus 
and ask for John Morash. 
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News 
CUP Briefs From nutrition to psychics 
Aboriginal media program 
explores new learning avenues 
by Chris Bodnar 
OTIAWA (CUP)-A new aboriginal media studies 
program is challenging traditional methods of post 
secondary education in an effort to get more native 
voices into Canada's large newsrooms. 
The program, currently being developed at the 
First Nations Technical Institute in Tyendinaga 
Mohawk Territory, will focus on teaching students 
interviewing, researching, writing and coverage tech-
niques. Internships will be available for students in 
mainstream and aboriginal media. Diplomas and ac-
creditation will be given by Loyalist College in 
nearby Belleville. 
According to Susan White, one of two people de-
veloping the program, only four of the approximately 
4,000 journalists working for Canadian daily news-
papers are status Indians. Interest and feedback 
about the program has been received from as far 
away as the Northwest Territories. 
"This program certainly has national potential," 
said White, "We [expect to] see our graduates work-
ing in a variety of jobs across the country." 
The skills taught won't be exclusive to journalism 
fields. Students will be taught how to present issues 
to society, which could lead to jobs in public rela-
tions, research and the civil service, White says. 
"Aboriginal people will be the biggest story in the 
next century," White explained. "It's important that 
they get their messages across to the mainstream 
media." 
Nfld. government won't budge 
on 1-900 line 
by Sean Ryan 
ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. (CUP)-Despite numerous student 
complaints about expensive phone bills, Newfound-
land's department of education won't replace a 1-900 
student aid information line with a toll free number. 
Instead, the government says, it will use the 
Internet to help deal with the problem. The provin-
cial student aid division operates a 1-900 number that 
charges callers 50 cents for the first minute and 40 
cents each additional minute. 
The 1-900 number was the target of numerous com-
plaints last semester because of the high long dis-
tance bills students, particularly those in rural New-
foundland, are charged to check the status of their 
student loans. 
"[The Internet would] remove dependency on the 
1-900 number," said Frank Marsh, assistant deputy 
education minister. 
But while Marsh says the Net may be the solution 
to an inefficient system that often leaves students on 
hold for as much as 15 minutes, all the while being 
billed for their time, student leaders aren't quite as 
optimistic. 
"How many students have access to the Net 
around Newfoundland?" Memorial University stu-
dent counsellor Zaki Saleemi asked. "You have tore-
alize not everybody has instant Net access." 
Campus security policies 
questioned by eyewitness 
by Katie Andrews 
SASKATOON (CUP)-A thief nearly got away with 
ripping off thousands of dollars worth of high-tech 
equipment from the University of Saskatchewan while 
campus police were busy buying doughnuts and 
lifting weights. 
A university employee called the campus cops just 
after 2:30 am on January 6, to report a break-in at a 
satellite transmission station on campus. 
A security camera and alarm had been installed in 
the building by Campus Security after approximately 
$26,000 worth of satellite equipment was taken from 
the location during two break-ins in late November 
and early December. 
When the employee dialled Campus Security, he 
spoke with an officer who said she was on her way 
back from Robin's Donuts, but said she would con-
tact the three others on shift that night. According to 
the officer, two of her colleagues were working out 
in the Phys Ed building and another was on foot 
patrol. 
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Natural health and healthy alternatives program at Douglas 
The Natural Health and Hea!ing Alterna tives brochure may 
be the only brochure on 
campus with a disclaimer. 
It reads in part: "Douglas 
College is offering [these] 
courses solely to provide 
information .... The College 
does not accept responsibil-
ity and/or liability for the 
accuracy of any healing 
claims or statements made 
in these programs .... " 
Despite its caution, 
Douglas College is making 
it possible, through its 
continuing education 
department, for you to 
educate yourself about 
your alternatives. 
One thing to bear in 
mind is that the Natural 
Health and Healing Alter-
natives program covers a 
wide range of ideas. If 
you're not sure if Astrology 
and crystals are applicable 
to your life, consider 
courses such as practical 
nutrition, stress release, 
vegetarian nutrition, and 
herbs. If you want to 
explore deeper, there are 
courses on spiritual aware-
ness, psychic phenomena, 
and ear coning, among 
others. You can register for 
whole programs, or just 
take a single course. 
There is going to be a 
Natural Health and 
Healing Alternatives Open 
House on Tuesday, Febru-
ary 4, between 7 and 9 pm 
on the fourth floor of the 
New West campus. Call 
527-5472 (24 hour registra-
tion line) and quote course 
number U900A 19971. 
There will also be a 
Herbal Certificate Program 
Information Session on 
Thursday, February 6, from 
7 to 9 pm. Call527-5472 to 
register, quote course 
U200A 19971. 
In addition, there is a free 
noon-hour series: 
• Tuesday, February 4 
-Herbs and Qigong 
• Wednesday, February 5 
-Acupuncture 
• Thursday, February 6 
-Aroma therapy 
To attend one of these 
sessions, register at 527-
5440 and be in the Douglas 
College Boardroom from 
12:15 to 1:00pm on .the 
appropriate day. 
Also offered are Healing 
Alternatives Clinic Ses-
sions: 
• Mondays - Reflexology 
with Yvette Eastman 
• Tuesdays - Herbs and 
Qigong with Don Rost 
• Wednesdays- Acu-
puncture with Louise 
Demorest 
• Fridays - Reiki with 
Stirling Marie Sexton 
• TBA- Healing Touch 
with Akash Sonnichsen 
The suggested donation for 
these clinic sessions is $15/ 
half hour. To arrange an 
appointment call Dave at 
527-5038. 
For more information, 
there is a brochure avail-
able in the Continuing 
Education Office, which is 
room 4011, outside on the 
fourth floor (walk straight 
from the north elevator 
towards the new student 
building). 
(ool. 
A study where you 
don't have to open a 
single book. 
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We're looking for women who are 
considering starting oral contra-
ceptives (birth control pills) for 
the first time. We are conducting 
a clinical trial of a birth control 
pill that's been approved and on 
the market for several years. 
We're interested in how packaging 
may affect how consistently and 
~ -· 
---
correctly women take the Pill. 
For further information on how 
to participate, give us a call at the 
number below. If you qualify, 
you'll get six months worth of free 
birth control pills. In return, we'll 
ask you to fill out some question-
naires. All calls are confidential 
and free of charge. 
(alll-800-593-4030 
~irst Us~ Oral (ontrac~ptiv~ Study 
--
News 
Gustafsen Lake Trial 
Judge evicts Kealey from courtroom 
for engaging in smear campaign 
against defendants 
by Doug Whitlow 
I 
Since the trial began in July 1996 those in attendance in the visitors gallery have been 
witness to many confusing aspects 
of courtroom procedure. The last 
week of January 1997 was no 
exception. When t1ie trial began, 
William Jones Ignace (aka Wolver-
ine) had enlisted the services of 
lawyer Harry Rankin. After many 
weeks of defending Mr. Ignace, 
Rankin was fired because Mr. 
Ignace informed the court that he 
felt he was not being defended 
properly by his counsel. At that 
time Harry Rankin was replaced 
by Glen Kealey, a friend of Mr. 
Ignace who had been at the lake in 
95. 
Mr. Kealey was accepted in the 
courtroom only as an assistant to 
Wolverine and was not able to 
speak on his behalf or cross-
examine witnesses. On Friday, 
January 31, Judge Josephsen 
evicted Kealey from the court 
because he and Wolverine had 
engaged in a "smear campaign" of 
their own against several of the co-
defendants. The judge did not 
elaborate ori the full extent of 
exactly what had transpired 
between Kealey, Wolverine and the 
other defendants, but merely said 
that Kealey's presence in the 
Courtroom was detrimental to all 
the accused and he was no longer 
welcome in the court chamber. 
In other testimony, Inspector 
Kembel was back on the stand for 
the prosecution as the audio 
portion of the video tapes regard-
ing the blowing up of the red truck 
Feature 
Graduating students will have to face down well-trained and experienced 
competition to score employment with our nation's broadcaster 
1 ... co11h11Uea from cover 
is, and we have standards and we 
have to come up to them," 
Englebert said. '1 think you have 
to remember that this has been a 
very old fashioned organization-
quite union bound-so there will 
be people who say the quality will 
not be as good." 
Rob Webber, president of the 
Vancouver local of the Communi-
cations, Energy and Paperworkers 
Union (CEP), one of three unions 
representing CBC employees, 
argues there is a core number of 
personnel needed to deliver 
quality broadcasts, and the cuts 
will hurt Vancouver more than 
somewhere like Regina, where 
there is no production centre. 
Webber says production centres 
will be affected more because of 
the amount of employees required 
to operate them. 
"You need a core amount of 
people, a critical number of people 
to do some things, and if you get 
below that point, then you're 
unable to do that." Webber says the 
CBC has already eliminated the 
department because of a 
"downward spiral" generated 
from corporate decisions. This is 
based on a notion of not needing 
personnel because of downtime, 
when staff have nothing to do for 
certain lengths of time. He says it's 
a result of shortsighted executives. 
'1 used to work in the film 
department here, and people 
would come and say 'can we do 
this work?' We would look at the 
schedule and say no, everyone's 
busy. Later there would be a 
downtime, and they would look at 
it and say 'we've got some people 
here, we can make some layoffs,"' 
Webber said. "So it would get to a 
point when work came in, there 
was even less people to do the 
work. So they totally got rid of it. 
We have absolutely no film 
department here at all now." 
Webber says the numbers 
reported in the press are deceiving. 
Out of the 123 people affected by 
the cuts at CBC, a large number 
were voluntary separations. "We 
had 35 people in TV at the Vancou-
ver production centre that took 
voluntary separation, but they 
would have been laid off anyway." 
Webber says because of the new 
union agreement, one person is 
now able to do the work of two. 
That is, hold a camera and a 
microphone, get the necessary 
details for a news story, and come 
back to the studio to edit. "Our 
news." 
If the environment described 
by Webber becomes a reality, the 
combination of 1000 CBC layoffs 
and new union agreements 
allowing existing employees to 
cross traditional boundaries will 
mean a lack of opportunity for 
aspiring young journalists. 
'1t is a reality; it's going to be 
happening," Webber said. "The 
question is; how much is going to 
be happening? You get a major 
burnout-that's an awful lot to do. 
It totally eliminates one whole job. 
There's a reason why two people 
are sent out to cover one story." 
Webber says he isn't convinced 
a one-person crew is the wave of 
the future. Based on his experience, 
it's not realistic to expect one 
person to do the job of two or three 
people, but that is what the CBC 
will be expecting from their staff, 
and from young journalists coming 
into broadcasting. 
"We have a member, Alan 
Waterman, in this location who 
was an editor, who was also doing 
camera and doing reporting, doing 
the interview and shooting the 
story. Then he would tape himself 
doing the stand-up and come back 
and edit it. Well that's fine if you're 
living up in some fairyland. But if 
you've ever actually done the jobs, 
that's a hell of a lot of work, and 
you could get sdme burnout 
happening." 
As for the quality of the work at 
s the CBC, Webber says he feels the 
f cutbacks could hurt that too. He 
~ says there is no substitute for 
~ teaming up a rookie reporter with 
~ an experienced cameraman. "I 
the complacent ex-CBC types may be outwitted by desperate and wily think [the quality] of the work has 
to be affected. There's definitely 
was being played by defense 
counsel. The first time inspector 
Kembel had been on the stand he 
had denied the existence of a 
"safe" or "no shoot zone" at the 
lake. After listening to the audio 
portion of the incident he admitted 
to the existence of this safe zone. 
The inspector also admitted that 
people in the zone had still been 
shot at by the snipers with ERT 
teams located at the south side of 
Gustafsen Lake. 
The prosecution is getting close 
to the conclusion of their case 
some advantages to have some 
people to bounce ideas off of. 
There's interplay with a good team 
about what they need to do." 
Webber says because of the broadcast industry's multi-skilled environ-
ment, and the expectations of 
existing employees to do those 
jobs, the future is anything but 
bright for anyone wanting to break 
into the industry. 
'1t's a terrible time to be getting 
into the business," says Weber. ''You 
look at CBC, and we just haven't 
been hiring people. Someone like 
me, I see my position on the senior-
ity list going down as people on the 
bottom go off, and there's people not 
just being laid-off. If you just look at 
layoffs, you get a distorted picture. 
against the accused, and soon the 
accused and their counsel take 
over. There has been much specu-
lation as to whom the defense 
counsel will call as witnesses, but 
one thing is clear: witnesses such 
as Attorney General Dosanjh and 
other Government officials-if they 
appear at all-will no doubt be 
considered 'hostile.' It is unclear 
whether or not any or all of the 
defenders will take the stand in 
their own defense, or leave it up to 
lawyers to present their case to the 
jury. 
We had a lot of younger people get 
fed up, see the handwriting on the 
wall because of freelance people 
coming into the CBC working with 
them, and they're saying: 'that could 
berne."' 
But the future isn't all doom and 
oom. One aspect of television 
h~ CBC can use some new blood 
is in ~erating ideas for documenta-
g ambitious journalists 
rimming with ideas might 
nvert them into in-
-~ revenue for the 
~-
.:2we:re not generating 
• ~g here within 
.. . ~," :Vebber ex-
. . __J ~)plained. 'They've gotten 
Q 
. . " ~ ..._ rid of the people who ~--..~ ..... . ~ 2>-used to generate ideas. I k ,j· know people who can 
i.. . enerate ideas, but they're not 
e path, they're not in the stream. 
What the CBC is looking for is 
outside people who can come in with 
their proposal and sell their proposal 
to the CBC." But there are problems 
there too, Webber says, because of 
federal funding cutbacks and 
schedule confines. No matter how 
good the idea is, it still might not be 
produced. 
'They have to find a place to put it. 
You could have the greatest idea in 
the world, but if we've got no place to 
air it, they're not going to be that 
interested in it. We're controlled by 
the network. Common sense doesn't 
enter into it. It makes sense to me that 
someone in this region would know 
what these viewers would like to see 
locally, but that doesn't matter to the 
network bureaucracy." 
Learn a Trade. 
Want to learn a trade? Need a job? Looking for a career? You tan 
have it all in the Canadian Forces. Opportunities are available 
NOW for Canadian men and women. Join our team and share in 
a proud Canadian tradition. For more information, drop by your 
Recruiting Centre or call: 
1-800-856-8488 
vvvvvv. recruiting.dnd.ca 
Our Team. The best thing that could ever happen to you. 
••• 
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Food for thought 
No Limits: A 
Virtual Worlds 
Novel by Nigel 
D. Findley 
by Trent 
I have a confession to make. I like Kraft Dinner. I know that it's not the best thing to be 
puttinginto my system, but every 
once in a while I need that pasta/ 
phony cheddar fix. Add a few 
spices, maybe change the milk-to-
butter ratio, and it tastes different. 
Oh, not wildly different, but 
enough to make it palatably 
different. 
No Limits is enjoyable in much 
the same way. It's not gourmet 
literature, and it is awful similar to 
a lot of other books out there, but 
boy, did it taste good on the way 
down. The story centres around a 
typical (stereotypical?) hard-as-
nails commercial pilot who 
discovers that her dying grandfa-
ther and her long-dead father were 
involved in a secret government 
project. She (yes, the hard-as-nails 
pilot is a she, just one of the plea-
sant spices added to the story to 
make it flavourful) slowly unravels 
a plot that is at once familiar and 
delightfully new. 
The mystery unravels at a lux-
urious pace, and more than half 
the book is spent building up to 
the discovery of a super-secret 
organization, the Virtual Geo-
graphic League, that is engaging 
in cross-temporal (or was that 
dimensional? In the end it doesn't 
really matter ... ) travel and adven-
ture, enlisting hot shot pilots and 
geniuses and explorers. (Einstein, 
Richard Burton (not the one that 
married Liz Taylor, the other one), 
Amelia Earhart, Nicola Tesla and 
Alexander Graham Bell are all part 
of the conspiracy.) 
After discovering the VGL, Sam 
breaks into a super-secret installa-
tion, wanders about unnoticed, 
slips into a cross-dimensional 
(temporal, whatever) travel-
machine (which sort of resembles 
the cockpit of a plane, surprise, 
surprise) and snows a technician 
into sending her off to "elsewhen." 
This last series of events is the 
weakest part of the entire book, 
and the less said about it, the 
better. But considering the twist-
ing, tangled and enjoyable road 
that the reader has followed to get 
to this point, the glaring plot holes 
can be forgiven, depending on how 
magnanimous the reader is. 
The "elsewhen" she winds up in 
turns out to be a strange planet 
where gladiators ride in huge 
BattleMechs (kind of like ... 
RoboTech, maybe?) and engage in 
large-scale, televised battles for 
fame and fortune. 
The book reads like the first in a 
series, which, indeed, this one is. 
But the knowledge that there are 
more books to follow allows 
author Findley time to develop the 
plot. If there is a problem with the 
pacing it is that the last part of the 
book seems rushed, especially after 
the long, slow build-up. The last 
half could have easily been 
developed into a separate novel. 
The alternate world plot is in no 
way new to this book. Neither are 
the characters. Or, really, anything 
about this novel. Not even the 
cover is vaguely original. But for 
all its typical elements, the book is 
still good. Like Kraft Dinner with a 
dash of curry. Or with an extra shot 
of butter. Or, my favourite, with 
stewed tomatoes and basil. Mmm, 
good. 
The Other Press, Douglas College's autonomous 
student newspaper, is now accepting applications 
for the following positions: 
~ Advertising/Bookkeeping 
~ Editorial Resource 
~ Production Resource 
All positions are part-time (approx. 20 hrs/wk). 
Job descriptions are available at the Other Press 
offices, or by email to features@op.douglas.bc.ca. 
Preference will be given to DC students, but anyone 
with a journalistic/student press background is 
encouraged to apply. Only selected candidates 
will be contacted for an interview. Deadline, Feb. 17. 
Ser:.d resumes to: Board of Directors 
Other Publications Society 
Room 1020-700 Royal Ave. 
New Westminster, BC V3L 5B2 
fax: 527-5095, attn. Other Press 
email features@op.douglas.bc.ca 
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Noon at New West 
Twenty-two year old pianist spans 
Classical, Romantic & Modern eras 
by Cynthia Ashton Styles 
I n her short twenty-two years Libby Yuhas already crammed in more knowledge about 
piano performance than most 
students can hope to do in an 
entire lifetime. Currently a student 
of Lee Kum-Sing both at UBC and 
the Vancouver Academy of 
Music, Yu won First Prize at the 
27th CBC Radio National 
Competition for Young Perform-
ers and was also awarded a 
Diploma of Honour at the 13th 
International Frederic Chopin 
Piano Competition in Warsaw. 
In her recital in the Noon at 
New Westminster concert series 
last Thursday (January 30), 
Libby Yu spanned the Classical, 
Romantic and Modem eras in 
works by Haydn, Bartok and 
Schubert. 
Opening with Haydn's 'Andante 
con variazioni' from the eighteenth 
century, Yu displayed a clear 
unq.erstanding of classical interpre-
tation combined with a sensitive 
reading of the work. Each note had 
its proper value and yet there was 
room for meaningful musical sighs 
and pauses, almost to a 
Chopinesque degree. 
The gloves came off, however, in 
Bela Bartok's 'Out of Doors Suite,' 
letters continued fom page 2 
In the January 21, 1997 issue of 
The Other Press, Ivana Kumptu 
presented an opinion (Women have 
bigger brains than men) suggesting 
that biological and psychological 
evidence exists indicating that 
female brains are larger than male 
brains. She then proceeds from this 
premise to imply that women are 
better equipped than men for 
mental functions involving plan-
ning, executing actions, handling 
multiple tasks, switching 
when Yu proved emphatically that 
she can play modem music too. In 
the opening movement, 'With 
Drums and Pipes,' Yu made the 
lower notes of the grand piano 
reverberate like drums with 
coarse, heavy beats. In the final 
movement, 'The Chase,' she kept 
up the relentless bass ostinato 
It is the mark of a great 
musical performer when 
the player no longer 
interprets the composer, 
but becomes the 
composer 
rhythm of horses' hooves while 
the melody plunged and leapt 
above. 
To conclude the program Libby 
Yu gave a virtuosic performance of 
Schubert's 'Wanderer Fantasy 
Op.15.' Although Schubert fits into 
the 19th century Romantic era of 
music, Yu made him sound very 
modem, his rapid scales and 
arpeggios becoming recklessly 
dramatic. There were some 
interesting intervals too, including 
ninths, which would test the ability 
of a lesser pianist. The chromatic 
cranial capacity studies and their 
flaws, I reject the initial claim that 
female brains are larger than male 
brains. 
The history of science is filled 
with similar claims about brain size 
differences and associated nasty 
interpretations of what such 
differences reflect. For example, for 
at least 150 years, white 
supremacists have argued that the 
cranial capacity of Caucasians is 
larger than that of various non-
passages shimmered and scintil-
lated, sometimes soft, sometimes 
loud, always unpredictable. 
By the time Yu commenced the 
final fugue she seemed to have 
been taken over so completely by 
the spirit of Schubert that she wa 
capable of the excesses of his 
prolonged pyrotechnical finale, 
bringing cheers from her audi-
ence-just as Schubert did in his 
time. (Apparently 19th century 
ladies used to swoon at 
'Schubertiads,' where the com-
poser played his own works!) 
It is the mark of a great music 
performer when the player no 
longer interprets the composer, 
but becomes the composer. With 
this magical ability already unde 
her belt at age 22, Libby Yuhas 
an exciting future ahead. 
Another great talent comes to 
the Noon at New West stage this 
week when soprano Nancy 
Hermiston will sing, accompanie 
by Ellen Silverman on piano. 
Hermiston is well-known on the 
international concert circuit and 
we will have the chance to hear 
her in the Performing Arts Theatr 
on Thursday, February 6 at 
12:30pm. The concerts are subsi-
dized by Douglas College, so 
admission is free and open to 
everyone. 
same alleged "fact'' could be 
dreamed up to support a different 
political agenda. Some males coul 
start with the same premise that 
females have a larger cerebral 
cortex than males and yet interpret 
this "fact'' to support a different, 
pre-conceived conclusion. For 
example, there is agreement that th 
cerebral cortex regulates control of 
emotions. Perhaps women have 
larger brains than men because the 
always react emotionally to new 
situations, rather than 
efficiently between tasks, 
and so on. To conclude, 
she implies that some 
form of injustice might 
exist as the planet is 
controlled by males with 
their greater collective 
muscle mass rather than 
by females with their 
scientifically proven 
larger brains. 
Similar studies have been used to 
logically like males? Or, 
since the cerebral cortex 
demonstrate that successful regulates intellectual 
capitalists have larger brains than 
poor people, that men have larger 
brains than women, and now, 
carrying on in this fine 
activities, perhaps wome 
need larger brains to 
equal the mental abilities 
of males equipped with 
smaller, more efficient 
brains? As just demon-
strated, it is possible to 
I challenge Ms 
Kumptu's argument for 
two reasons. First, her 
premise that biology 
indicates that the brain 
tradition .... someone at Douglas 
College claims that women have 
larger brains than men 
use the interpretation of 
one "fact'' to get whatev 
political conclusion a 
person wants to prop up. 
But arguments based on 
one or two unsupported 
size of one gender is larger than the 
other is simply false. Second, the 
interpretation of the significance of 
this alleged difference is shallow, 
self-serving, and political. This said, 
I will now attempt to support my 
challenge to her argument. 
In reading the history of Biology, 
I have encountered many studies 
claiming that the cranial capacities, 
or brain sizes, of two identifiable 
groups are significantly different. 
Generally, such studies have been 
discredited by the scientific com-
munity due to sampling, statistical, 
and interpretive problems (for a 
review of such studies, and what is 
wrong with them, please read The 
Mismeasure of Man by S.J. Gould). 
As a biologist familiar with these 
white groups and/ or Jews, Catho-
lics, and liberals. They too refer to 
''biological facts" to support a 
personal social or political philoso-
phy. Similar studies have been used 
to demonstrate that successful 
capitalists have larger brains than 
poor people, that men have larger 
brains than women, and now, 
carrying on in this fine 
tradition .... someone at Douglas 
College claims that women have 
larger brains than men. 
Ms Kumptu's interpretation of 
the "fact'' that women have a larger 
cerebral cortex than men, which 
enables females to perform certain 
mental tasks more efficiently than 
males, is not supported by Biology. 
Other interpretations based on the 
scientific" facts" eventually colla 
when the argument is closely 
examined. The conclusion of an 
argument based on false premises i 
worthless. 
If I may, I'd like to direct a closin 
comment to all who were im-
pressed with Ms Kurnptu's opinio 
The size of the brain, like the size o 
all other organs in the human bod 
is variable from person to person, · 
and is not set by gender, race, 
religion, or economic class. Please 
remember people ... it is not the siz 
of the organ that you use that is 
important, it's how you use it. 
Allen Bill 
Biology Departme 
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Shaken not stirred-
cocktail culture 
Ooseto 
a thousand 
people 
crowd into the Waldorl's 
decadent and lavish ballrooms, 
everyone standing out forth~ own 
creativity. Think a postwar Halloween 
party. The Blue lizard is not for the 
timid or meek, and there are no 
wallflowers here. Dust off Grandpa's 
old suit or tuxedo, and for those who 
like dresses (both male and female}-
the more elaborate the better. Accesso-
ries also prevail. Add a glamorous hat, 
a pair of high-heeled satin shoes, 
rhinestone jewelry, long gloves, a 
feather boa or a fur stole, and crimson 
lipstick. 
The fifteen dollar price to enter this 
time warp is not cheap for us students. 
Add one of the key elements of the 
evening-axlctails--and this is an 
expensive night. But just experiencing 
this once makes the indulgence all 
worthwhile. 
The drinks almost always rome 
with a little umbrella and maraschino 
cheny, unless you're sipping the 
lounge scene's hallmark, the martini. 
For the less experienced rocktail 
drinker though, having more than one 
martini rould be dangerous. 
You can't be bored at Blue Lizard. If 
the three ballrooms-the Polynesian 
Room, Tahitian Twilight Lounge, and 
the Menehune Mamboo Hut-and 
two exotic jazzy lounge acts don't 
keep you two-stepping the way your 
grandparents used to, the scenery is 
ample entertainment. The circa-1950 
cigar and cigarette girls peddle a range 
of smoking paraphernalia, with cigars 
ranging from one dollar to outright 
wastes of money, while the New 
Moods Hair Salon will give you a roif 
to put Ru Paul to shame. 
You have to experience The Blue 
lizard lounge at least once to believe it 
exists. And the lounge scene is not 
even ronsidered that far out of the 
ordinary anymore. Once found only at 
trendy and off-the-wall stores, Martini 
shaker sets and pastel roloured 
toasters can be bought with barely a 
glance at the biggest department 
stores (try the Bay and Eatons). 
And if you still haven't had enough, 
cool grooves are readily available on 
CD at rerord stores. The Blue lizard 
has one called Smooth and Wild 
Volume 1, a rompilation of Vanrouver 
lounge acts rerorded live at the dub. 
Tenninal City newspaper even lists a 
top ten lounge list. Or go see the live 
lounge bands around town (watch 
for the Colorifics or The Molestics). 
The Blue lizard Productions, which 
dictates most of the lounge happen-
ings in Vanrouver, is in the '90s too 
with a website: www.webpool.com/ 
bluelizard. 
Student Rush Ni ~ts! 
... Exclusive savings of 50% ott tor ancouver 
Canucks & Grizzlies games 
BRING IT ON. 
Vancouver Canucks 
vs. Washington 
Capitals 
Tuesday, February 11th 
7:00pm 
Come on in. 
~ Vancouver Grizzlies 
...-~CKS vs. Dallas Mavericks 
Mon., Feb. 17th • 7:00 pm 
~ Vancouver Grizzlies 
'BJI vs. Cleveland Cavaliers 
CAYS Sun., Feb. 23rd • 12:00 noon 
Vancouver Grizzlies 
PiiilS vs. los Angeles Cti~~ers 
Wed., Feb. 26th • 7:00 pm 
Tickets start from ·ust 
12.75 
Present your valid student photo identification - anytime up to an hour and a 
half (90 minutes) prior to gametime - at any TicketMaster outlet or at the Orca 
Bay Box Office at General Motors Place (Gate 10). 
Discount applies to prices ranging from $18.25- $53.00 for the Grizzlies, and $40.25 & $47.75 only 
for the Canucks. Limit of four tickets per student per game while quantities last. Prices include GST 
but are subject to applicable service charges. Offer only good for games listed on this flyer. Offer can-
not be combined with other promotion. 
The Secret Lives of Sgt. 
John Wilson 
by Lois Simmie, published by 
Greystone Books -
by Trent 
I n a shallow grave in a culvert near Waldheim, thirty miles from Saskatoon, lies the body of a young 
woman, almost six months pregnant. 
Thus begins The Secret Lives of Sgt. fohn 
Wilson, the tale of the most hated killer 
in the province of Saskatchewan 
before Colin Thatcher murdered his 
wife in 1984. 
The parallels between the two cases 
are striking. Both men rose to posi-
tions of power, Thatcher in the 
Saskatchewan legislature, Wilson in 
the RCMP. Both men were put on trial 
for murdering their wives. Both trials 
were surrounded by a media ciroJs 
and by public outrage. Both men were 
ronvicted. 
Although Wilson went to trial in 
1919, almost eighty years ago, reading 
this book was an interesting exercise 
for me personally. You see, I was born 
and raised less than five miles from 
that shallow grave. I know people 
who appear in this story. Yet, until I 
moved to Vanrouver, I had never 
heard of Wilson or of the murder. 
And what a story it is. Author Lois 
Simmie does a good job of extrapolat-
ing emotions, motives and character 
from a mess of rourt documents, 
interviews, old newspaper stories and 
letters. And if the murder itself is not 
as gruesome as some, or as well 
executed (no pun intended}-he 
drives out into the middle of nowhere 
(I lived there, that is as apt a descrip-
tion for the area as any) and shoots 
her-the taut writing, strong charac-
terization and Simmie's keen eye for 
historical detail kept me enthralled. Or 
perllaps it was just the mention of my 
hometown in the opening paragraph. 
The deed happens about 25 pages 
shy of the mid-point, neatly dividing 
the book into two parts. The first 
introduces us to the maiD characters: 
Wilson, a young Srotsman who 
moved to Canada after a series of 
dubious business deals, his wife Polly 
(whom Wilson left back in Srotland 
until he rould afford to send for her), 
and Wilson's fiancee Jessie Patterson 
whom Wilson fell in love with during 
an extended ronvalescence at her 
parents' place. The serond half details 
the investigation, the arrest, and the 
trial and execution of Wilson. 
The first half of the book is more 
engaging than the last. Perhaps it is 
the joy of disrovering the characters. 
Pemaps it is because the first half 
depends less on quotes from letters, 
newspapers and statements that break 
up the flow than the serond. Perhaps 
it is because the initial suspense and 
turmoil gives way to the more 
methodical investigation and trial. 
Currently, creative Canadian 
historical non-fiction is all the rage. 
Witness this book, winner of the 
Arthur Ellis Award for Non-Fiction 
(Ellis himself makes an appearance in 
the book. Hmm). Witness Alias Grace, 
by Margaret Atwood, nominated for 
the roveted Booker prize; and a glut of 
others. This one ranks among the best 
of the bunch. Strong writing, strong 
characterization, and Waldheim, 
Saskatchewan. What more rould you 
want? 
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Big bears quivering 
Michael Jordan and the Chicago Bulls visit VancouveJ; 
by Miguel Strother 
W hen Michael Jordan came to town on a Tuesday in the first 
weeks of '97, many people milled 
about at GM Place to pay scalpers 
a reported $600 for a single ticket. 
Thinking that this could possibly 
be his last stop in the emerald city 
of Vancouver as anything other 
than iH'I avid golfer, fans attempted 
to buy a glimpse of the god who 
came down to do battle with 
mortal men and pave the way for 
his youthful followers. 
There is a hardened resolve in 
Jordan's soft, weathered eyes, the 
sockets set ahead in a calm, 
concentrated stare. These tempered 
eyes hold a glint that is 
truly ... unworldly. 
Maybe this glint is the golden 
reflection of the wealth that Jordan, 
leader in a movement that has 
produced some of the youngest, 
richest phenoms on the planet, has 
in his holdings. All those Jordan 
has set the table for (Grant Hill, 
Jerry Stackhouse, Kevin Garnett, 
etc) stand back and wait for the 
day when it is their name that 
rings in the sleepy dreams of 
children and running shoe execs. 
For now, however, all watch in 
amazed admiration as Michael 
plods through another season 
helping the Chicago Bulls rack up 
Double-U after Double-U. 
Mr. Jordan has surpassed all 
predecessors in a long list of 
categories, including the highest 
career scoring average (32.0 Pts), 
most playoff points in a game (63 
Pts) and, of course, professional-
ism. Jordan's yearly salary is a 
mere $25 million, yet he is worth 
more than most small countries. 
Accordingly, he presents himself 
with an articulate and calculated 
professionalism. 
Regarding his flamboyant 
teammate, Dennis "The Worm" 
Rodman, Jordan spoke carefully, 
yet adamantly about the strong 
contributions Rodman made to the 
team and to the NBA. He stated 
that Rodman was inspirational in 
terms of his play and attitude alike. 
The world's fascination with the 
Sumo recap 
Wakanohana starts off the new series 
by Jimmihanada mine actually went drinking with 
Grand Champion Akebono. 
As if student newspapers So, I dig one spade-like hand aren't already pretentious, into the bucket and throw a big I offer you this: the first handful of salt: I'm ready. 
regular English-language sumo This year's Hatsu Basho was a 
column in the Lower Mainland. shocking startjo._what had beco 
Before you start rolling your a rather predictable,sityC:ltion; a 
ot'' . ~ ........... ....__ 
eyes, though, let me assure you Futagoyama <Inbno£91 on yus 
that my reasons are purely selfish. If it wasn't T~~l1ffu1i ·~~ · 
By writing a regular sumo column, everythin~it, ·as som 
I am accomplishing a number of Taka-prefix~d -
things: I am casting aside the cloak the glory. ¥41\!1¢,  
of complacency, the same one some brigh1\!youn ~g 
which inspires me to ignore 5:30 their way up the sti\\}a. . ":to--
am airings of Today's Japan; I am the upper ranks, evet;yt~g1 
getting back in touch with a sport seemed rather pat a~'g~~ome 
that I sincerely miss; and when the speculated, might ~qroe,e~~Q . 
sumo exhibition rolls into town 18 more stagnant. / 
short months from now, I will be Well, things c¥nzeq,-an<J 
able to show Event Organizer-san the winner this mne~.rs-stil 
my sumo-promoting efforts in Futagoyamait~1 WhOJiHfu;t ~ 
sport of basketball and its super-
stars brings fans by the thousands 
to modem coliseums such as GM 
Place, eager to see Jordan and the 
rest of the Chicago Bulls (38-5) do 
battle with less than worthy 
competition such as the Vancouver 
Grizzlies (8--37). 
The Bulls made very short work 
of the home team and found the 
bench satisfactory to hold onto a 
lead that was lazily built through 
the first nervous quarter and maxed 
in the second at 22. The fact that the 
Bears failed to cut into the lead 
meant that starters such as Jordan, 
Pippen and Kukoc received an 
average of 31 minutes playing time. 
Some solace could be found for 
Grizz fans in the fact that Bulls 
bench players, such as guard Randy 
Brown and young forward Jason 
Caffey, were less capable of humili-
ating Vancouver than Chicago's 
starting line-up, while at the same 
time the changes allowed fans to 
see what the Bulls of the future may 
look like. 
Although the Grizzlies shot 
decently from the field (49.4%), 
metaphors. Is that legal? - Ed.) For a 
number of years, the top-heavy 
Hawaiian was getting progres-
sively weaker and run-down. If it 
wasn't his knees, it was his back. 
There was even talk of retirement, 
7; , judging from his January 
ance, could be an out-
g year for the yokozuna. 
~sed to a record of 12-0, 
oo~ better than even arch-
rival Thkanoftana (who had lost 
c. -~ row, ~n Day 4 and Day 5, 
·n~ b~~k from a Novem-
r in ' But day 
for Ake. He 
their youth and inexperience clearly 
showed. The Bears hit only 4 of 9 
from the charity strike and failed to 
capitalize on the few Bulls mistakes. 
Both rookies, Shareef Abdur-
Rahim and a bald-headed Roy 
Rodgers, were obviously geared up 
for the game but neither was able to 
provide the extraordinary play 
needed to touch the untouchable. 
Abdur-Rahim finished with a solid 
double-double, contributing 24 Pts 
and 12 Rebs, while Rodgers played 
reasonably in a defensive role, 
rejecting 2 and bringin' down 4. 
After the game, superstar 
Michael Jordan complimented 
Abdur-Rahim, saying that he was 
most definitely a talented player, 
obviously capable of playing in the 
NBA at his young age. Jordan was 
quick to add that a lot of refinement 
would be needed to push the young 
man into the league's elite. 
And as quickly as he came, 
surrounded by the dusty circus of 
earthly communications, the man in 
the slick suit left, splashing play full 
dreams, gold coins and cherished 
ticket stubs in his celestial wake. 
on day 14 and day 15. Both 
wrestlers got inside of Akebono's 
defenses and spun him into the 
dirt with expressionless glee. 
Their restraint was impressive; 
with his win over Akebono, Waka 
clinched the yusho and had only 
to beat inconsistant Musashimaru 
on the last day to finish the 
tournament unbeaten. 
Waka did have Musashi on the 
ropes early and was pushing him 
towards the rim with ease, but 
just as Musashi was about to back 
out, he actually attempted some 
rare defense and with a 
sukiotoshi prevented Waka from 
reaching zensho yusho. But Waka 
did still have his title, the third of 
his career, and a 14-1 record. 
Taka's back, Waka's strong, 
Akebono seems his old stuff, the 
young guys are living up to their hard copy. That should be impres- grabbed the g9Id was a,bif"of a . \ 
sive enough to get me a volunteer- surprise~{\nd,the ha~ And the 
ing position, at least. I might even big..,fjjlf.'_A'ri'd 'the~o'Pti . ' , 1 
get a chance to meet some of my ._, AlSo a sl¥'prisewas Yokozuna \ 
'o e' in Tosa hype, Musashimaru is actually 
w ' · g '"")ttempting defense .... March's 
P,erformance Award.) ) jOsaka basho, a weird one at the 
heroes. I'm still sore that I left ·· ' ~eb tf?d?}.,ng;11is-best imitation 
Japan just months before friends of of Mike Ridley. (Wait, inter-sport 
l Ake had less luck ~garn(nl't'~J f best of times, suddenly promises 
Ifanada brothers, Waka and Taka\f 1 to be even weirder. 
Classifieds 
........ program before.l need to be familiar seeking volunteers who want to 
West Point Grey Community Centre with it for a job, and I have very little make a difference. To find out more 
has paid and volunteer opportunities time! If you are interested in giving contact Kimberly Wickert at 527-
available for the following: Children's me a crash course, please call 5817 or attend one of our 
Sports and Games Instructor; Pre- Lyndsay at 734-6541 information nights, Mon Feb 3, 6-
Teen Club Youth Leader; Youth 8 pm, room 1640 New West, or 
Mountain Bike Instructor. Knowledge Roommate wanted for house near Wed Feb 5, 6-8 pm, room a21 00, 
of a variety of sports and games, 22nd St. Sky Train. Must be under 30, Coquitlam. 
good verbal and written skills, current alive, able to pay bills, considerate, Burnaby Volunteer Centre has a 
first aid and a criminal record check animal friendly, have a fresh change variety of volunteer positions 
are required. Contact Kristina of COs, and female. 524-1454 available from lap-top computer 
Oinonen at 257-8140 for more 3bedroomsuiteavailableFeb1.Call repair to assisting in the 
information Peter at 294-5901 or 328-6629 preparation of income tax returns. 
Positions are available working with Room and board service available For more information call 
a team to provide intensive, one-on- for international or out-of-town Alexandra at 294-5533 
o{le therapy to a three-year-old boy students. Close to Metrotown. Call Pintail 
with autism. All training provided. Peter at 294-5901 or 328-6629 The Other Press is looking for 
$10/per hour. Call Janet Pearce at Single mom p/t employed and submissions and stories about gay 
522-5020 or FAX 588-3122 Douglas student needs same to and lesbian issues deadline Feb. Tl.. share child care and living expenses. 6 . See Gweny at the OP (room 
Econ Tutor needed for Micro, Macro Please call Miranda 54Q--4951 1 020) 
and History. Please call Jonathan at Ill 1.,.1111,._ s.lll:l Cllrlll 
588--4911 Are you interested in ecological The People's Law School is 
HELP! I need someone to teach me issues? The . Douglas College presently offering courses in ICBC 
Lotus1-2-3!1haveneverusedthis Institute of Urban Ecology is & Personal Injury, Mortgages 
8 February 31997 The Other Press 
Matters, Planning Your Will, Legal 
Help Where to go and others. For 
more information Call Jeane Cook 
at 331-5412 
Free orientation to MSWord are 
being offered by the Learning 
Centre starting Jan 24, sign-up at 
room 2847 
Douglas college Learning Centre 
will be offering the following lectures 
during the months of Jan and Feb: 
Lecture Notetaking Tues Feb 4, 4-
6 pm, room 2802; Textbook Reading 
Wed Jan 29 4-6 pm, room 1803 and 
Thurs Feb 6, 4-6 pm. room 1805; 
Memory Strategies Tues Feb 11, 4-
6 pm, room 2802, and Wed Feb 19 
4-6 pm, room 1803; and Exam 
Writing Wed Feb 12,4-6 pm, room 
1803, and Tues Feb 25, 4-6 pm, 
room 2802 
Traditional Aikido Instruction 
available at Richmond Aikikai, 
Basic, Intermediate and Advanced. 
Call 278-5398 
BECKI KosiNSKI 
Age:21 
Program: Accounting Managemen 
Why did you start to play voll 
ball? For the love of the sport. 
What do you want to do with 
volleyball in the future? Coachin 
One word to describe yourself o 
the court? Team oriented. 
Scores 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
January 24, Douglas 70 Trinity 
Western Univ. 64. Jasmine Forem 
21 points, 10 rebounds. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
January 24, Douglas 70 Trinity 
Western Univ. 63. Lee Craven 23 
points, 15 rebounds 
January 25, Douglas 97 Colum 
bia Bible College Concords 73. 
Kevin Kundarevich 23 points. 
• WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 
January 25, Douglas 3 OUC 0 
(15--Q, 15--6, 15-8). Vesna Rukavi 
11 kills, 4 blocks; Coralie Hiems 
7 kills. 
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL 
January 25th, Dougals 3 OUC 
(14-16, 15-17, 15-3, 15-13, 15-10 
Darren Ettles 26 kills, 3 aces; Ken 
Kleindienst 20 kills. 
BADMINTON 
BCCAA Tournament #4 
1st-Langara 
2nd-Douglas 
3rd-Malaspina 
Fer 
Computers custom built 
students with guaranteed hi 
quality brand name compone 
and software, Call Psycom at 95 
3060 
Poison, Native Tongue CD, inqu 
at Other Press 
Wanted, dramatic situations 
research. Call Rachel at 527-20 
with your stories of hig 
emotional events and situati 
that you want/need to sha 
Confidentiality assured 
Relax with Reiki. Free Re 
sessions Fridays, 2-4 pm. 
arrange an appointment for a eli 
session call Dave at 527-50 
New West Campus 
1111111'1 
Teriyaki Noodle House, 20-8 
50% off, from $2.50. Open 11 
-8 pm daily 
